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Preface 
It was nearly one year ago that the first number of the publication series of our 
Laboratory appeared. Followed quite quickly by the second one. The opinions 
concerning this effort were generally very favourable. 
But to avoid some misunderstanding it is necessary to emphasize the following: 
Plant Cell Biology and Development is not a scientific journal or review, but a 
periodical publication of the laboratory, but publishes exclusively papers from 
famous scientists of the world who have been in close contact with the laboratory for 
a long time or of course the joint paper for the first time with Prof. Dr. W. E. 
EI-SAADAWI. Paper from Dr. W . KRUTZSCH is extremely welcomed in every respect. 
He is really a famous scientist of the world in the Palynology. His activity in the 
taxonomy, palaeophytogeographical regions of the fossil sporomorphs, in palaeo-
climatology and environmental evolution is fundamental, and authoritative. 
Personal and scientific contacts started at the beginning of the sixteenth's years. 
When this laboratory was under formation Dr. KRUTZSCH visited this laboratory first 
as invited scientist of the J. A. University. 
As a practical point it is necessary to emphasize, that all publications of the 
laboratory, including the monographs too (one appeared, furthers are in prepara-
tion) are exchange material not commercial. All colleagues or institutions will 
receive these papers against for his own publication. Under- and postgraduate 
students who have not publication will also receive these papers for its request, if 
they want. 
Szeged, 25, February, 1992. 
M . KEDVES 
head of the laboratory 
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